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Belize, and her mother in the U.S., had told her, the big thing for teenagers around the world is eating
sugar. In Florida, it was tacos. But as she discovered one night while on holiday with her family in a beach
town in Ecuador, her trip to the candy aisle meant a dramatic change in her life. She was hooked and her
addiction began to affect her studies and her interactions with friends. "It got to the point where I couldn't

even ride a bus, because someone would pass a bag of candy and I would have to get off at a stop," said
Bryant, now 21 and a rising freshman at Florida State University. Growing up, Bryant knew that kids in the

U.S. ate sweets every day. Some families would buy candy for breakfast and then go to McDonald's or
Chick-fil-A for lunch, and their favorite treat was pizza. But she didn't know the scale of the problem in
her own country. "I realized how normal it was for kids to eat candy in the United States because we ate
candy every day," Bryant said. "I didn't want to eat candy every day. I just want to eat fruit." Her mother,
who had been dreading her daughter's trip to the store, was surprised when Bryant asked if she could go

alone. A few weeks later, with her stomach gurgling, Bryant called her mom and said: "I think I'm going to
be sick." In the store, the family was surrounded by pink and blue-colored candies, all of which she was
drawn to. "I was staring at the candy and then I started picking it up," she recalled. "Once I started eating
candy, I just kept eating it and I didn't think I would be in there for an hour." The family tried to talk to
Bryant but her mind was made up. "It was nothing my mom could argue with because she couldn't speak
English and I can't speak Spanish," she said. Bryant and her family had been in Ecuador for 10 days and

her parents were unaware of the candy craze. "We saw f678ea9f9e
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